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Wagner
Plans and Plantings
To give you an idea of the delightful possibilities of Wagner Landscape Gardening Service applied to your grounds, we are showing a few of the many charming results attained for others.

Wagner Landscape Plans will give to your grounds the same unity and harmony that the architect has embodied in your house.
"Nature never did betray the heart that loved her"

UNDOUBTEDLY the Wagner Landscape Service is a deep and abiding love of nature—so deep and so abiding that it has become the animating power of our being. And this love of nature is a very practical love that exists in the informal pastures, outdoor labor, thread direction to a complete mastery of the care that prevents the life of shrub and plant. A love that will enable you to achieve success with your garden, with your landscape, with the trees that shade your lawns and the flower plants that will lend their enchantment to endless succession from springtime of sincerity. We offer you these guidelines andcrast that will enable you to enjoy the very essence of your garden and outdoor living with the utmost advantage of the friendships of the months when the world is beautiful.

This service may be as elaborate as your suburban area demands or as simple as the landscape of your little town or village. We can furnish you with garden plants suited to the climatic yard, showing exactly what plants will thrive in every location, telling you what to plant and when and where and how.

"One touch of Nature makes the whole world kin"

THERE is only one universal language, only one tongue which speaks in accents that are understood by all the race of mankind. This is the language of nature—the "holy, sweet name of humanity!"

The poet tells us that in her varying moods nature speaks to changing accents—the way of the water walks through the naked woods is varied in a different way from the way of the sun walks across the sky. When the sun strikes through the leaves of a tree or draws across the walls of a field the sky that we see is never quite the same. This is one touch of nature that makes the whole world kin.

The painter tells us that in her varied moods nature speaks to changing accents—the way of the water walks through the naked woods is different in a different way from the way of the sun walks across the sky. When the sun strikes through the leaves of a tree or draws across the walls of a field the sky that we see is never quite the same. This is one touch of nature that makes the whole world kin.

The painter, too, tells us that in her varied moods nature speaks to changing accents—the way of the water walks through the naked woods is different in a different way from the way of the sun walks across the sky. When the sun strikes through the leaves of a tree or draws across the walls of a field the sky that we see is never quite the same. This is one touch of nature that makes the whole world kin.
THE WORK OF WAGNER LANDSCAPE ARTISTS

Wagner Landscape Service

We can make a landscape setting of your estate, the park or college campus to which you are devoted, the cemetery, the school grounds, or the grounds of your home. For this work we send various landscape artists who will study your soil, appreciate the possibilities of your land and climate, plan your grounds and select your trees. They will prepare your planting areas to receive the quick, early growth and the most planting results. They will fit it for your gardens and for your architectural needs, too.

Wagner landscape art does not cease to know nature. It coexists with nature, adapting itself to the conditions as they exist. Real and lofty offer their own peculiar opportunities for planting effects. Wagner landscape service achieves them.

A discussion of your landscape problems with us will entail no obligation on your part, and immediately you will find your delight in learning the possibilities which your grounds afford. We are able to design and construct landscape work for colleges, public institutions, hospitals, factories, parks, and cemeteries, as an apostrophe. We will take care to make your grounds as beautiful and effective as possible. Wagner Landscape Artists are echoes of nature's symphony, beauty, and life to harmonize with departments of home and water blue, hyacinths and roses can work their magical appeal in the imagination of the beholder.

The Spirit of Landscape Service

It is difficult to describe the spirit of our service in the beauty of words. We have our stores for sale and with these same a certain service in our business. But not to sell our products and our service for a price is not the end of our endeavor nor the justification of our purpose.

This is, in the secret of our planning art which percolates every root from foundation to finish. We are suggesting for you the perfect form for the land to grow and develop, to rise and improve. Your lands are your one great strength. Wagner will do the utmost to combine all the possibilities of your grounds, great or small, Wagner spirit will discover them and so develop them as to realize for you the fullest measure of pleasure in your garden and yard grounds, to plan with you and work with you and enjoy with you the rewards of our common effort. This is the spirit of Wagner Landscape Service.

This explains the value which we put upon every plant and sketch and tone for landscape. This is the justification for the care with which we labor every item in every expedition: you may rest at ease in knowing the characteristics of the plant, and, by referring to their suggestions, you may not have to plan and where, and you may know what manner of plant you must expect to prosper.

This is, in the secret of our planning art which percolates every root from foundation to finish. For the land to grow and develop, to rise and improve. Your land is your one great strength. Wagner will do the utmost of your grounds, great or small, Wagner spirit will discover them and so develop them as to realize for you the fullest measure of pleasure in your garden and yard grounds. Wagner Landscape Service is the spirit of Wagner Landscape Service.

Now is the Time to Avail Yourself of Wagner Landscape Service

Your love of the out-of-doors, your appreciation of the things that grow in the earth, the desire of all beholders, teach you the importance of doing your planting efforts to conform to the laws of nature. Do not wait until the sap is flowing through root and stem and leaves; do not delay until the birds are breaking their winter sleep and opening their wings to the spring air. Plan and plant now, during the season of germination, now while the vital processes are at rest.

Send us a sketch of your grounds today, together with a statement of your planting problems. Oh, if your place is large and your landscape scheme is complex, write as about it and we will take our work out the happy solution. Wagner spirit will do the utmost of your grounds, great or small, Wagner spirit will discover them and so develop them as to realize for you the fullest measure of pleasure in your garden and yard grounds.

There is no charge and no obligation for preliminary advice. All we ask is an opportunity to lay our service ideas before you to definite and specific terms.

WAGNER SERVICE includes the utilization of every natural opportunity of your grounds for purposes of the gardener's art. Instead of filling up such depressions with other plantings, Wagner Landscape Artists are able to start an urban array of beauty, and fill in the depressions with dark pools, fountains, and aquatic gardens with all their resplendent flowers. Where space permits it, an expanse of evergreen shrub or tree is pruned, according to the surroundings, with an indescribable charm to the garden. The clear blue sky and flowery clouds seem to mirror in the surface of the pool, bring heaven down toward the very earth.\n
Wagner Landscape Artists are able to start an urban array of beauty, and fill in the depressions with dark pools, fountains, and aquatic gardens with all their resplendent flowers. Where space permits it, an expanse of evergreen shrub or tree is pruned, according to the surroundings, with an indescribable charm to the garden. The clear blue sky and flowery clouds seem to mirror in the surface of the pool, bring heaven down toward the very earth.
Our Landscape Gardeners
Go Everywhere to Plan and Plant

Home Grounds
School Grounds
University Grounds
Sanitarium Grounds
Hotel Grounds
Factory Grounds
Railroad Station Grounds
Pleasure Resort Grounds
Children’s Play Grounds
Park and Public Grounds
Grounds of All Kinds

Wagner Landscape Plans will give to your grounds the same unity and harmony that the architect has embodied in your house.